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COFFEE WHOLESALE USA ADDS INVENTORY

Coffee Wholesale USA expands existing product line offering more coffee, tea, hot
cocoa and equipment just in time for winter
RICHMOND, VA (DECEMBER 16, 2009):

Coffee Wholesale USA (www.cw-usa.com) is excited to

announce the addition of two new brands to the site, Wolfgang Puck Coffee and Ghirardelli Hot
Cocoa. Additionally, CW-USA is pleased to announce the expansion of their existing product line to
include new equipment by Bunn® and Bloomfield® as well as additional hot beverages. Bigelow
Tea and Timothy’s Coffee K-Cups are popular items for CW-USA customers; therefore, the current
product line has been expanded to include all of the newest flavors.

“We are very excited about the new brands we’ve added. Wolfgang Puck and Ghirardelli make
delicious gourmet coffee and hot cocoa,” said Chris Deel, Managing Director of eBeverage
Wholesale. “Wolfgang Puck brings another great tasting coffee pod to our single serve selection,
and Ghirardelli presents a wider variety of hot cocoa flavors such as chocolate hazelnut, chocolate
mocha and white chocolate mocha.

We are sure our customers will be pleased with these

additions to our site.”

The newest additions to Coffee Wholesale USA’s product line are:
Bunn JDF-2 S 2 Flavor Gourmet Cold Beverage System
Bunn Ultra-2HP Gourmet Ice Granita Machine
Bunn iMIX-3 S (Silver Series) Three Flavor Cappuccino Dispenser
Bunn H5E-DV Automatic Hot Water Machine

~ MORE ~

Bunn TB6Q Twin 3 Gallon Tea Brewer
Bunn TDO-N-3.5 narrow tea dispenser
Bloomfield 8852 dual coffee pot warmer
Wolfgang Puck - Assortment of Coffee Pods
Wolfgang Puck - Assortment of 2oz Pillow Packs
Ghirardelli - Hot Cocoa
Bigelow Tea - Assortment of K-CUPS
Timothy’s Coffee - Assortment of K-CUPS

About Coffee Wholesale USA:
Coffee Wholesale USA is a brand of eBeverage Wholesale LLC, and is a leader in providing both
residential and commercial customers an easier, lower cost solution for ordering coffee and coffee
equipment, teas, instant mixes, sports drinks, and other related beverage products and supplies.
We offer more than 2,000 different beverage products, equipment, and supplies from more than 50
brands and manufacturers, including our own brand – All Day Gourmet. When you want to order
some coffee, tea, sports drinks, cappuccino, hot cocoa, or the equipment to make it, make sure
you visit us on the web at www.cw-usa.com.
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